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Abstract. The stress propagation through the crust can be effectively monitored by means of acoustic mission (AE) techniques (ultrasounds). The AE intensity is indicative of the amount of stress that affects some lithospheric and/or crustal slab of some (ultimately unknown) scale size. In principle, such scale size can be different in different areas, as it depends on their respective tectonic setting, by which a variety of prime causes ought to be considered: every cause can eventually prevail over others. Two basic phenomena are here reported. If the crust behaves like a comparatively ideal elastic body, an annual variation is observed, which appears in-phase and correlated, when comparing AE records collected at the Italian site and on the Cephalonia Island. It seems being astronomically modulated, hence it should display a planetary scale. One likely explanation is in terms of the loading tide. Such interpretation can be confirmed by some additional modelling and analysis upon considering the motion of the Sun and of the Moon. A second observed effect refers to the case in which the crust feels the effect of the fatigue that reduces its elastic performance. The phenomenon can be described in terms of stress solitons that cross the area being monitored. They can be unambiguously recognised, and the possibility is therefore envisaged of eventually using them for measuring the propagation speed of stress through the crust over continental or planetary scales. The residuals, with respect to such regularly recognisable effects, of the recorded AE signals are to be investigated in a few subsequent analyses (in progress), as they appear to contain additional relevant physical information, still being much different from any simple random noise. A final recommendation ought therefore to be stressed, for setting up some array of at least a few AE recording stations to be simultaneously operated over some continental scale area and for a few years at least. Their potential applications still appear much promising and to be still focused in their complete, specific, operative and physical details and interpretation.

1 Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE) provides twofold information. On the one hand, the AE intensity, averaged over some suitable time interval, is indicative of the amount of stress that affects some crustal slab of some (ultimately unknown) scale size. In principle, such size can be different in different areas, as it depends on their respective specific tectonic setting. A first concern deals therefore with the assessment of such typical scale size for a given area in order to manage, to match and to model, in some way, the available AE observations and tectonic morphology.

The second kind of information provided by AE refers to the fatigue of materials, which is characterised by the typical temporal sequence of the released AE signals. Such aspect can be quantitatively investigated by fractal analysis of the AE time series. It is likely to give relevant information for monitoring the temporal evolution of the system, in terms of its increasing fatigue, preceding, either on some long time range, or immediately, the final “catastrophe” of the system (e.g. a seismic shock).

A fundamental concern deals with the monitoring efficiency, as, in general, every AE release is weak, and it soon damps off close to its emitting source, thus hardly reaching the AE detector. In such a respect, however, two basic physical arguments ought to be taken into account.

A first constraint requires the existence of some adequately “solid” object. In fact, an “ideal solid”, i.e. a “perfectly elastic” body, is an abstraction, which is only approximately matched by physical reality. Such “solid” body should act like an effective guide for channelling the AE release from the AE source through the AE detector. Such configuration, in general, is very unlikely to occur in actual reality.
A second physical argument deals with the space-scale of the prime causes that determine the microdeformations within every given “solid” object. For instance, suppose that we want to monitor the temperature variations of some given physical system, and suppose that we use some dense array of measured points. The temperature variation of the entire body is such that the records at different sites of the array must be physically correlated, as the body of concern is a unique physical system, and every monitored space domain is a part of one whole physical system that behaves according to some rationale in response to some common control factors. Hence, just by a matter of physics, the temperature records at different sites must result correlated with one another. Similarly, suppose that several glasses, more or less filled with wine, are on a table. Whenever the table is shaken, the wine within every glass shall start oscillating. If we detect the wine oscillation within one glass alone, we can well presume that the wine within every other glass shall oscillate. By this, nobody will claim that all glasses are connected with one another by some tubes, and that they compose a unique wine container, etc. Indeed, when we monitor one glass, no teleconnection occurs of the observed wine oscillation within any other glass. Rather, we state that every single glass is one independent detector of the trembling of the entire table. The glass certainly only reveals the trembling of the site where it is located. However, we can reasonably refer to one such detector for inferring the trembling of the entire table.

Concerning AE monitoring, the AE measured at one site is monitored by an acoustic transducer – which detects the AE that are released reasonably close to the detector, and such physical distance depends on how “solid” is the body to which the transducer is applied. For instance, as a standard, the AE transducer is applied over some rocky outcrop, which extends underground much like a dedicated probe, having some large, though unknown, spatial extension. Whenever some crustal slab is shaken around such probe, the stress distribution inside such huge solid body is changed, e.g. due to its own weigh. Whenever some crystal bonds yield, the “solid” body releases AE, which in general can be originated even at some comparatively close distance from the AE detector; if the body is “solid” such distance can even be larger. Suppose that some large set of instruments is operated within some given region, and that it includes several such different outcrops. Every outcrop is to be conceived like an independent detector of the stress, which eventually crosses some given crustal slab – much like every wine glass is a detector independent of the other glasses or detectors. If some large crustal slab trembles, due to some crustal stress propagating through it, we shall detect several AE transducers being activated in some correlated way. In principle, under some lucky circumstances, we can even expect that the time delay between the activation of the different AE detectors can eventually give a measure of the propagation speed of the crustal stress (see below).

Summarising, there is no need for any teleconnection, and the AE signal can even damp off within some imperfect “solid” body. In fact, we always detect, in any case, a local phenomenon. However, it is just a matter of an unquestionable and clear observational evidence that different sites being monitored eventually do reveal AE records that result intrinsically physically correlated with one another. Therefore, we claim that we detect a crustal stress propagating through the crust. In the case of the Italian peninsula, we claim that we do recognise AE signals preceding by several months an earthquake with epicentre located somewhere within some wide region, even at several hundred kilometres distance from the AE recorder. By this, we do not claim that such large distances are connected by any waveguide for conveying AE propagation. We rather assert that the entire crustal slab of the Italian peninsula is simultaneously shaken in some way, manifesting a correlation of the AE release occurring over some large distance. That is, the frequently considered concept of local monitoring of some seismic or geodynamic activity – or claiming that we do detect phenomena strictly occurring very close to the location of the epicentre, and never at some large distance from it – must be abandoned, appearing just nonsense for a realistic interpretation of the physics of phenomena. In such a respect, when dealing with the time domain, several investigations in the literature report about the search for precursors that ought to anticipate the shock by some very long time advance. In contrast, apparently they never considered possible long-distance correlated crustal effects. Such choice certainly derived from the presumption of the correctness of some paradigm, while a much more realistic and understating approach had certainly to take into account the (ultimately unknown) observable spatial range of the stress phenomena being involved.

Our AE records were operated typically within two frequency bands, respectively, around 180-200 kHz (called high frequency, or HF AE), and around 25 kHz (low frequency, or LF AE). Concerning data acquisition and handling, refer to Paparo and Gregori (2003), Gregori and Paparo (2004), Paparo et al. (2006) and to Poscolieri et al. (2006). Every measurement is the integral of the rms AE bursts, measured during a time span of 5 ms. Every recorded signal is the average over 30 s of such 5 ms measurements. The signal is filtered by a specific procedure for rejecting outliers, which reflect phenomena not of concern for the present investigation (refer to Gregori and Paparo, 2004, for details). The resulting time series is smoothed by applying a weighted running average, over a 24 h time span, by using a triangular filter (with a maximum weight 1 at the centre, decreasing linearly to 0). This is the database for the subsequent analyses. The final result ought to exclude both, and get rid for the thermoelastic effects associated with the diurnal temperature cycle (see Paparo et al., 2002), and for some large fraction (though not all of them) of the diurnal tidal effects (see below). Such filtered datum ought therefore to be representative of the amount of stress that is crossing some large crustal
area around the AE recording site.

For clarity purposes, the rationale of the data analysis ought to distinguish among four items.

A previous paper (Gregori et al., 2005) was concerned with the first item, i.e. with an analysis dealing with the time-delayed correlation between AE and seismic energy release. That is, the AE records can be considered like earthquake precursors, although upon considering the aforementioned large regional viewpoint, opposed to any strictly local interpretation. The earthquakes that interested the area here considered are listed in Table 1, borrowed after Gregori et al. (2005).

The second item of concern is the object of the present study. It deals with the background AE trend, independent of the precursors that are likely to be correlated with any earthquake. This is the analysis of interest for inferring observational evidence for the crustal stress propagation.

The third item is focused on the residual of the original database with respect to the aforementioned average general trend. The amplitude of such residual, however, results correlated with the intensity of the average trend, and such behaviour denotes an intriguing feature that seems likely to be associated with the specific mechanism of crustal stress generation and propagation (in preparation).

The fourth item refers to the newly evaluated remaining residual, when all previous recognised physical effects have been subtracted. It results not being a random noise. Hence, it is not a usual error-bar of any general given measurement. The central limit theorem cannot apply, and such new residual has no normal distribution. Rather, it contains some relevant physical information, related to the fatigue of the “solid” materials that are going to yield and release AE. Such fourth item is to be considered in a subsequent study (in preparation). Refer to Paparo et al. (2006).

2 The long-range variation

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, partly borrowed from Gregori et al. (2005) though including some relevant updating, show, respectively, the HF AE and LF AE 24-h average records for the Raponi site (at Orchi, Foligno, in Umbria, central Italy); see a map in Gregori et al., (2005) and for the Cephalonia Island (western Greece). Some remarkable and comparably more evident features, which resulted to be seemingly associated with seismic activity, are the concern of the analysis carried out by Gregori et al. (2005). An AE crisis, i.e. a large and almost abrupt increase of the signal, was observed at the Raponi site, some ~7–8 months in advance for HF AE, and some ~2 months in advance for LF AE, compared to the Molise earthquake, which had an epicentre at say ~400 km distance. A similar feature, not here shown, had been observed within records collected close to Potenza in southern Italy and being a precursor of the Colfiorito earthquake (see Table 1). That is, the aforementioned rationale of a large regional shaking, in contrast with a mere local rationale, seems to be fairly well supported by such different and independent inferences, although both applying to the Italian peninsula, while it has to be expected that areas with a different tectonic setting behave differently.

In addition, such entire inference appears fairly well consistent with the expectation that HF AE are very likely to be associated with the yield of comparatively smaller flaws within the crust, which later coalesce into flaws of increasingly larger size while they release AE of progressively lower frequency – it is just the same elementary principle by which a violin cord of longer length vibrates at a comparatively lower frequency (Paparo and Gregori, 2003).

Some analogous evidence was investigated for the Cephalonia Island. The remarkably different tectonic setting, compared to the Italian peninsula, apparently plays a crucial role in determining some substantial different behaviour (e.g. see Poscolieri et al., 2006). In particular, such area is tectonically very complicated, and even the observed apparent times of the AE precursors result to change in every case history (see Gregori et al., 2005). The physical system appears extremely complicated, and even the observed apparent times of the AE precursors result to change in every case history (see Gregori et al., 2005). The physical system appears exceedingly complicated for being monitored by one AE recording site alone. Some array of AE recorders ought to be operated within some wider area (see also below).

The AE trend of the background, independent of such anomalous occurrences, is the concern of the present study, i.e. independent of the eventual occurrence of the “catastrophe” of the system. In fact, a “catastrophe” occurs whenever the system experiences some irreversible large structural
Table 1. Parameters of a few earthquakes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>starting time (GMT)</th>
<th>latitude of epicentre (N)</th>
<th>longitude of epicentre (E)</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>depth (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997 Colfiorito (1997; only shocks with $M \geq 5.0$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 Colfiorito</td>
<td>26 Sep</td>
<td>00 33 12.89</td>
<td>43°01.38</td>
<td>12°52.42</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Sep</td>
<td>09 40 26.73</td>
<td></td>
<td>43°01.78</td>
<td>12°50.09</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 Oct</td>
<td>08 55 22.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>43°01.95</td>
<td>12°49.90</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 Oct</td>
<td>23 24 53.23</td>
<td></td>
<td>43°00.76</td>
<td>12°49.79</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Oct</td>
<td>11 08 36.87</td>
<td></td>
<td>42°54.13</td>
<td>12°56.10</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Oct</td>
<td>15 23 10.61</td>
<td></td>
<td>42°54.11</td>
<td>12°54.75</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molise (2002)</td>
<td>31 Oct</td>
<td>11 32</td>
<td>41°.76</td>
<td>14°.94</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. The same as Fig. 1, but referring to LF AE. The abrupt change of trend, in terms of the introduction of some abrupt noise, preceded by almost exactly 2 months the Molise earthquake. The annual variation, if it exists, appears very confused and perturbed by some large noise. See text. The acronym “ddmm” points out, respectively, day and month of that year.

change, normally implying the release of some devastating amount of energy. In contrast, the smooth background denotes some regular process affecting the crustal slab, independent of the eventual yield of its rheological features.

The Raponi site was the epicentre of the Colfiorito earthquake. The AE recording started at such site after the occurrence of such event. Figure 1 shows the large HF AE crisis that preceded by $\sim 7$–8 months the Molise earthquake. Whenever such large anomaly is neglected, an annual variation is clearly recognised, and some sharp perturbations observed on the top of the second last maximum (from 1 to 30 of August 2004) presumably denotes some crustal stress perturbation that crossed its entire surrounding area, almost like some short-lived soliton (see below).

Some equivalent perturbation is shown in Fig. 2 (LF AE), where, however, the annual variation definitely appears much more perturbed. Such inference denotes that the annual variation is associated with a phenomenon occurring during some comparatively much more preliminary stage of crustal stress propagation, when only the HF AE are affected. But, when the physical system evolves, and some crystal bonds of comparatively larger size release LF AE, the system shall appear much more perturbed by the erratic local contribution of the fatigue of the crustal materials. Thus, the primary apparently regular annual modulation of the HF AE shall result confused by some apparently erratic perturbation in the background. That is the signal-to-noise ratio for the large-scale crustal stress propagation turns out to get much worse when the AE frequency is lowered. In any case, the most striking feature of Fig. 2 is the abrupt and sharp change of trend occurred on 15 August 2002, i.e. 77 days before the Molise earthquake. Such impressive feature is just a matter of fact, it is just one objective observation, and its physical interpretation is ultimately behind our present complete physical understanding. Only AE records collected within some larger array of AE recording sites, and a suitable consideration of the specific tectonic morphology of the entire Italian peninsula, could perhaps provide us with some objective physical input for attempting an actual significant interpretation.

Figures 3 and 4 are the analogous plots for Cephallonia. The HF AE shows a clear annual variation, while, compared with Fig. 2, Fig. 4 appears much different. On the other hand, several evidences, and in particular the different behaviour on the occasion of different earthquakes occurred in that area (refer to Gregori et al., 2005, and to Poscolieri et al., 2006), clearly envisage the crucial role being played by the substantial difference of tectonic setting, when comparing the Italian peninsula with the Cephallonia environment. We have to consider seismic stress phenomena occurring within some
large region, and forget about the standard way of dealing only with local occurrences and observations. Different phenomena can be physically different case histories.

A striking feature of Fig. 4 (LF AE) is the strong crustal perturbation crossing the Cephallonia area, just like one stress soliton, propagating through Cephallonia from the middle of April 2004 through the very beginning of 2005. Upon a closer inspection of the entire available time span, perhaps some reminiscence of an annual trend can be recognised, although displaying some large interannual variation of the maximum amplitude of the oscillation. That is, the annual maximum appears more like a soliton lasting several months, better than a consequence of a repetitive and regular astronomical forcing. That is, the interannual change of the tectonic setting produces a substantially different amplification of the prime effect. Only a longer series of records can give justice of such tentative inference. LF AE records appear certainly more perturbed than HF AE records.

In any case, the HF AE shows a clear annual variation, which is the concern of the next section. Its regularity envisages some astronomical control. In contrast, LF AE appears to respond to some rationale that is substantially other than any mere astronomical control. Therefore, LF AE ought to be interpreted according to comparatively different rationales, as HF AE and LF AE are intrinsically concerned with different phases in the evolution of the physical system. An eventual astronomical trigger can be eventually observed only when the system is not yet heavily biased by its internal fatigue, by which it responds like an effective and comparatively efficient elastic body. In contrast, when the system suffered by some degrading consequent to its fatigue, its elastic performance is reduced, and other effects result clearer, obscurcng the former astronomical modulation.

We have found some observational evidence and we do propose a physical interpretation. Its viability must, however, require additional observational tests, carried out by arrays of AE recorders operated within some large area, and being eventually specifically implemented for such purpose.

We have therefore to deal with two effects. The astronomical modulation is the concern of the next section. Concerning the soliton evidence, it results to be clearly distinguishable from the background. Therefore, an eventual soliton ought to be clearly recognisable at different sites on the Earth, and its propagation speed could therefore be eventually measured whenever some array of LF AE recording sites become available.

3 The annual variation

The annual variation, independent of its physical explanation, appears to be a clear effect. Owing to the reasons discussed in the preceding section, the signal-to-noise ratio appears much better for HF AE compared to LF AE. Such basic physical drawback derives from the perturbation caused by other effects, which include tectonic occurrences, such as the stress perturbation crossing the region of concern, being eventually well defined and organised into solitons (see
the previous section). That is, the increasing fatigue of the crustal materials originates LF AE signals that are physically different from the HF AE signals associated with the (yet unknown) causes of such regular annual variation. That is, the fatigue is not a drawback, as it permits detecting an effect, which is different from the astronomical modulation, and which can be even more interesting under several respects. Different phenomena sum up in giving the final recorded AE signal. No reason requires that either one of such phenomena always prevails over the others. In general, under different circumstances, the cause of the annual variation prevails over the “perturbation” originated by other causes. In contrast, on other circumstances, such “perturbation”, which was formerly considered “negligible”, cancels any clear evidence for the annual variation. Upon suitable consideration of such physical expectations, the annual variation was therefore investigated as follows.

Owing to the reasons mentioned in the previous section, the concern deals with the HF AE, while the LF AE have to be excluded, due to their excessive perturbation by the fatigue of the materials. The 24 h smoothed HF AE signals of Figs. 1 and 3 have been smoothed by applying a weighted running average, by using a triangular weight of time-width 50 days.

Figure 5 shows the result for the Raponi site. The annual variation is very clear, although superposed over an increasing trend, which denotes that some crustal stress variation, of some longer period, crossed that area, and its physical cause was certainly other than the origin of the annual variation. Owing to the previously mentioned reasons, it appears therefore reasonable guessing that some long lasting soliton is crossing the Italian area. It could be stated that some large (continental) scale stress perturbation affected the Italian peninsula. Confirmation of such guess ought to require consideration of a much longer HF AE database. In addition, such possibility could be realistically checked and much better discriminated only whenever an array of HF AE recording sites be eventually available. In any case, as far the present study is concerned, it is possible getting rid of such drawback. Figure 5 was therefore de-trended by subtracting a linear trend, thus giving Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the analogous result for Cephallonia, where no de-trending appeared necessary.

The concern shifted therefore on the search for the eventual time-shift between the annual variations recorded at the Raponi site, and at Cephallonia. A convenient way of investigating one eventual such relative phase shift is based on a diagram, where on the abscissa and ordinate axis, respectively, the 50 day smoothed datum for the Raponi site and for Cephallonia are plotted. If the two signals are in phase, the plotted points must lay along a straight line. If they have some relative phase shift, they should look like one Lissajous figure – which is a well known classical concept from the history of physics, reported by several college textbooks on classical kinematics.

Figure 8 shows the result, which unquestionably shows that during 2004 the annual variation resulted clearly in phase at both sites. However, when putting together 2003 and 2004 the result appears much perturbed, as it is shown by Fig. 9 that includes both the perturbed 2003 and the regular 2004. The available database can give no evidence for any different phase shift or for any other apparently regular behaviour holding during 2003. It appears rather that during 2003 some different long-term effects biased any possible evidence of the regular annual variation. It appears much like the perturbation of some soliton that affected even the HF AE. An observational test for such guess could be given either by...
operating an array of \( AE \) recorders, or by using some higher frequencies \( AE \) in order to reduce the bias of the fatigue of the materials that apparently affected even our \( HF \) \( AE \) records during 2003.

4 Discussing the physical interpretation of the annual variation

Our available observations appear therefore consistent with an annual modulation of the crustal stress, which results simultaneously affecting both the Italian peninsula and the Cephallonia Island area. Notwithstanding the comparatively close location – compared to the planetary scale – of such two \( AE \) recording sites, it appears that the conspicuous difference in their respective tectonic settings, and the greatly complicated tectonic pattern of Cephallonia, are in favour of a phenomenon that could reasonably be of planetary scale. Such large scale must be expected for every phenomenon that is controlled by some astronomical modulation. While waiting for the availability of the measurement carried out in some suitable set of additional \( AE \) recording sites spanning continental size areas, we can attempt at giving some physical interpretation of our presently available observations.

For such a purpose, we have to appeal to some observational evidence being available by other techniques, and revealing some planetary scale control, or some astronomically correlated fact, that could originate some corresponding stress propagation through the crust. In fact, two such possible effects at least can be envisaged.

One physical fact is well known since a few decades. It derives from the astronomical determination of the increase of the length of the day (l.o.d.), and from the standard measurements of Earth’s tides observed within some dense network of observatories covering the entire Earth. The regular increase of the l.o.d. is interpreted as the effect resulting from the tidal pull, which is not, however, the direct consequence of the tide acting on the body of the planet Earth. Rather, it is now well acknowledged being the result of the so-called “loading tide”. That is, the tide is much more effective on the ocean water than on the solid Earth, due to the much different viscosity, by which water can be easily displaced, unlike the solid components of crust, lithosphere and mantle. The displaced ocean waters finally press on the continental shelves, thus determining the torque that slows down the spin rate of the Earth. Such applied torque acts therefore only on the most external layers of the Earth’s body. Hence, one must expect that some very intense stress must cross the Earth’s crust. The power spent by tidal friction on the solid Earth is \( \sim \) two orders of magnitude smaller than the tidal action on the ocean waters (see Gregori, 2002, Table B-1b for references). Wunsch (2000) quotes \( \sim 0.3 \times 10^{13} \text{W} \) for the energy loss in the Earth-Moon system, \( \sim 0.2 \times 10^{13} \text{W} \) of which is the total tidal dissipation energy, half of which occurs in open ocean by interaction with the ocean floor, and half controls the large-scale thermohaline circulation.

Let us consider the annual modulation of such effect, which, in principle at least, must be reasonably expected. We are not concerned about its existence. Rather, we should be concerned about the capability of measuring it by means of some apparatus, which should be proved having a sufficient sensitivity and precision for detecting it.

The tide is mainly of lunar origin, while only a smaller tide, about 1/5th of the lunar tide, is originated by the Sun.
For simplicity purposes, let us first take into account the solar tide.

We have to consider the ideal intersection of the Earth’s body with the ecliptic plane (Fig. 10). Consider the largest ocean on the Earth, i.e. the Pacific Ocean. At every given date, let us “cut” its entire water extension, by planes parallel to the ecliptic plane and being regularly spaced compared to one another. That is, in this way let us divide the Pacific Ocean water into strips of some regular (e.g. constant) latitudinal extension. Let us apply the solar tide to every such strip of ocean water. Integrate the tidal pull that act on every such strip, and that pushes it on the continental shelf of Eurasia. Carry out the sum of such loading tide associated with all such strips. This is the resulting loading tide acting on the Eurasian continental shelf, derived from the tidal pull acting on the entire mass of the Pacific Ocean water.

Such effect can be computed for every date of the year. In general, it shall result different for different dates, depending on the different inclination of the Earth’s spin axis with respect to the ecliptic plane. Such annual modulation can be computed. If the annual modulation of the crustal stress observed in the Mediterranean area is in phase with such computation, we can guess that such evidence is in favour of such speculated explanation. If not, we have to reject it.

As far as the lunar tide is concerned, consider first that the lunar orbit lies in a plane that is inclined only by very few degrees with respect to the ecliptic plane. Hence, as a first order approximation, we can safely assume that the Moon can be considered as lying in the ecliptic plane. The Moon, however, in addition to an approximately periodical recurrence of 29 days, has a very complicated orbit and, in particular, one should consider the Meton cycle of ~18.6 years, by which the aforementioned modelling applied to the solar tide ought to be repeated upon considering the actual position of the Moon on every specific date of every given year. Differently stated, let us suppose that we do have available records from the Italian peninsula and from Cephallonia lasting for, say, 20 years or longer. By such database we should detect the Meton period in our HF AE records, much like by our much shorter database we could recognise an annual modulation.

The lunar loading tide, however, can be modelled even by a few years database, by means of some suitable astronomical computation, etc. In any case, it appears reasonable guessing that the apparent large scatter observed in our figures, which shows the annual modulation, is the likely result of the solar loading tide. In fact, the general background trend is of solar origin, while the superposed regular, although large, modulation is caused by the lunar loading tide, which should display a period of, say, 29 days, that was neglected while considering the annual modulation alone. The
annual modulation is the result of the regularity of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. In contrast, an equivalent regularity dealing with the lunar loading tide ought to display the ∼29 days periodicity and the Meton cycle.

The concern shifts therefore on the discussion of the large physical scatter of the observed HF AE records compared to the “smooth” annual variation in the background. If such scatter results from the lunar loading tide, such scatter must behave according to the Meton cycle.

However, such interpretation can have a different observational check. In fact, consider the stray electric currents that are induced into the Earth’s body (ocean water, sediments, crust, lithosphere, etc.) by the electromagnetic signals impinging from space. For the following items refer to the detailed review and discussion given by Meloni et al. (1983) and by Lanzerotti and Gregori (1986), where detailed references are given. A classical and well-known effect is the skin depth phenomenon. In fact, shorter wavelengths penetrate to comparatively much shallower depths, as the induced electric currents produce a Faraday screening that forbids penetration into the deeper layers. That is, the electromagnetic induction is definitely a concern affecting only, and almost exclusively, some comparatively much shallower layers of the Earth’s body. In principle, their effects ought to influence the spin rate of the Earth. Nevertheless, such influence operates on some shallow layers, thus implying some stress propagation through the Earth’s crust and through its entire body.

In fact, the state-of-the-art concerning the observed variations of the l.o.d. can be synthesised, in some simple minded though expressive way, upon distinguishing basically three classes of phenomena. (i) One phenomenon is the main trend, which is believed being associated with the lunar (and with the lesser solar) tide, i.e., with the aforementioned loading tide (some subtle concern, however, was raised by some specialists, although such aspect is not relevant for the present discussion). Some apparently noisy disturbances appear superposed over such regular and very smooth trend. Their physical significance was debated for some long time, until some evidence clearly showed that they are not random noise. Let us distinguish, very roughly, between, say, some first order and second order perturbations. (ii) The second aforementioned phenomenon is such second order perturbations, that were shown by Hide et al. (1980) being correlated with the time changes of the total angular momentum of the atmosphere (in fact, a comparatively larger angular momentum of the atmosphere must imply, by total angular momentum conservation, a slowing down of the spin rate of the Earth, and viceversa). A similar correlation was later observed being associated with the similar action played by the total angular momentum of ocean water. However, some comparatively larger effects on the l.o.d. remain unexplained, which were tout court briefly called here above “first order” perturbations (iii), which are the third aforementioned phenomenon. A reasonable guess is that the transient, and apparently erratic, perturbations, caused by the time varying electromagnetic induced current within the Earth, play a role similar to what occurs inside the electromagnetic brakes of a train. That is, the stray currents affect the spin rate of the Earth.

In principle, such effect can be measured by means of the standard geomagnetic records available for the international networks of observatories. However, as it happens when dealing with such very tiny and sporadic effects, some severe practical bias derives for the error propagation resulting (i) from the limited and uneven distribution of the geomagnetic observatories on the globe, (ii) from the lack of observatories in oceanic areas, and (iii) from the fact that the few available oceanic observatories are located on tiny islands, which are very often volcanic, and which are per se a violent anomaly concerning the underground structure of electrical conductivity. They are therefore severely biased when they are used for investigating the induced currents within the Earth. That is, the geomagnetic database appears very poorly suited for such kind of investigation. The situation can be substantially ameliorated upon considering the induced potential voltages within the planetary network of the submarine communication cables. In fact, their substantial practical advantage relies on the fact that, unlike a geomagnetic observatory that gives only a point-like and local measurement, they provide us with a signal integrated over some long spatial range (in the order of several thousand kilometre linear extension). This permits putting some constraints and thus controlling the devastating role played by error propagation. Such investigation, which was proposed by Meloni et al. (1983) was, however, not yet carried out.

In the case that such analysis becomes eventually available, and that it results successful in the fact that it gets rid of error propagation etc., the scatter of the annual variation of the HF AE observations ought to result, on the one hand very regular for the part that is to be associated with the Meton cycle of the lunar loading tide, and, on the other hand, it should reflect the apparently erratic modulation deriving from the electromagnetic stray currents that affect the spin rate of the Earth. In fact, such stray currents affect mainly the comparatively much shallower layers of the Earth’s body, and therefore, while affecting the spin rate of the entire Earth, they must originate some crustal stress.

The entire leading concern is evidently about the sensitivity of every specific recording device being considered, about the precision of its records – and such precision is referred not only to the sensors, to the electronics, to the data acquisition system, etc., rather to the entire monitoring system represented by natural Earth’s structures – and about the robustness of the needed algorithms and computations for carrying out the data handling. All such items cannot be discussed a priori with any actual reference to some actual observational database. The entire problem appears intriguing, having potential applications for the understanding of the stress regime within the crust, and for its implications for the precursors of earthquakes, etc.
5 Conclusions

The HF AE reflects behaviour of the crustal materials, when they are comparatively less affected by the fatigue of their solid components, and they appear more akin to an elastic object. Under such circumstances, a regular response of the crust is observed, correlated within the Italian peninsula and at Cephallonia, with no relative time-shift. This fact envisages a likely astronomical modulation, appearing therefore a planetary phenomenon, which in fact is manifested like an annual variation of a stress regularly crossing the Mediterranean area.

When the role of fatigue enters into play – and this occurs up to some minor extent for the HF AE, and much more effectively for the LF AE records – evidence is found of crustal stress propagation crossing the region of the AE recording site. The evidence appears just like in the case of solitons crossing through the area being monitored. Such phenomenon ought to be identified as an individual event, crossing through different areas, thus envisaging a concrete possibility of measuring the propagation speed of such stress soliton through the Earth, on continental or planetary scale. Such measure requires, however, availability of HF AE and LF AE records in some array of recording stations.

Such much regular features, however, appear variously perturbed by, and intermingled with, the influence originated by the specific tectonic setting of every given region being considered. In such a respect, the Italian peninsula and the area of the Cephallonia Island have much different morphologies, and display correspondingly different behaviours with respect to crustal stress, AE monitoring, and seismicity.

For getting final confirmation of the interpretation here proposed of the observed phenomena, an array of AE recording stations ought to be recommended, being located on a regional to continental scale.

The possibility is discussed that the clear annual variation observed, being in phase when comparing the Italian peninsula and Cephallonia, could be the consequence of the annual variation experienced by the loading tide, associated with the different inclination of the rotation axis of the Earth, by which the water of the Pacific ocean ought to respond to the tidal pull according to a seasonal modulation.

Such speculative and tentative interpretation can be tested either by means of astronomical modelling, beginning from the average trend implied by the solar tide, or by some much more detailed modelling that should take into account the astronomical motion of the Moon, with its 29 days periodicity, and, on a much longer time scale, with the Meton cycle. In addition, some lesser transient effects could be eventually evidenced, upon considering the expected influence on the length of the day (l.o.d.), originated by the erratic stray electric currents within the Earth, caused by the time varying electromagnetic signals impinging from space. Such last effect, however, could be seriously hampered by the error propagation while performing data handling of the geomagnetic records from the international network of observatories, and the induced voltages within submarine communication cables, perhaps, could result particularly useful for a practical management of such entire analysis.
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